Timing jitter induced by soliton collisions is the leading nonlinear penalty in wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) dispersion-managed soliton transmission. Through analysis and numerical simulations we show that consecutive complete collisions together with partial collisions at the system output cause approximately the same amount of timing shift as partial collisions at the system input. We further show that the worst-case timing shift diverges logarithmically with the total number of WDM channels and linearly with the total transmission distance. However, the probability for such worst cases to occur decreases exponentially with channel spacing, total number of WDM channels, and transmission distance. We conclude that only the effects caused by adjacent channels need to be considered in a high channel count WDM system. However, in a dense wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) system, DMS transmission is limited by interchannel cross-phase modulation, i.e., soliton collisions. Because of frequency shift and dispersion induced by cross-phase modulation, each collision advances or delays the soliton. Each WDM channel can have a random bit sequence, causing the solitons to experience widely different collision patterns. The difference in collision patterns causes nonuniform shifts in the soliton's arrival time and therefore, timing jitter. It is well known that such soliton collisions degrade system performance.
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However, in a dense wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM) system, DMS transmission is limited by interchannel cross-phase modulation, i.e., soliton collisions. Because of frequency shift and dispersion induced by cross-phase modulation, each collision advances or delays the soliton. Each WDM channel can have a random bit sequence, causing the solitons to experience widely different collision patterns. The difference in collision patterns causes nonuniform shifts in the soliton's arrival time and therefore, timing jitter. It is well known that such soliton collisions degrade system performance. 2 There have been many excellent publications on timing jitter caused by soliton collisions in DMS systems, in the forms of both numerical simulation and mathematical analysis. 2 -5 It is commonly understood that the timing shift is caused primarily by partial collisions at the system input. In addition, although it is known that the frequency shift caused by a single collision decreases quickly as the channel spacing increases, the number of collisions actually increases. Thus the cumulative effect of many WDM channels is also interesting.
First we discuss graphically a soliton collision in a DMS system. In response to the large and alternating dispersion ͑D͒ values of dispersion management, solitons from different channels race back and forth with respect to each other in retarded time. Thus collisions between pairs of solitons tend to consist of fast, repeated minicollisions that individually produce only small displacements of the pulses in frequency and time. But when the ratio of local to pathaveraged dispersion is high (as it usually is), the colliding pair undergoes a large number of such minicollisions before the solitons cease to cross paths. Thus the net length for an overall collision is long, typically several thousands of kilometers. Looked at in greater detail, a net collision tends to consist of three distinct phases: First, it begins where the pulses achieve maximum overlap at the junction between the D 1 and the D 2 fibers. The net effect of these half-collisions is to produce a steep wall of rise (or fall) in frequency shift. The middle phase consists of complete collisions that produce only small net effects, especially when they take place in a region of a small intensity gradient. Finally, at the end of the collision, once again we have half-collisions, but this time at the other junction of the D 2 and D 1 fibers; these collisions produce a steep decline (or increase) of frequency, back to zero net shift.
We now describe the model of our analysis and simulation. We launch two WDM channels of parallel polarization separated by 50 (or 100 and 150) GHz ͑Dn͒ into a 10-Gbit͞s DMS system. Channel 2 has a single bit in the middle of the 128-(or 256-) bit time window, and channel 1 has the desired bit sequences with the appropriate delay with respect to channel 2. The system has as many as one hundred 100-km-spans; each span consists of 50 km ͑l 1 ͒ of D 1 fiber ͓D 1 12.7 ͑ps͞nm͒͞km͔ and 50 km ͑l 2 ͒ of D 2 fiber ͓D 2 212.3 ͑ps͞nm͒͞km͔. Thus a path-averaged dispersion ͑D͒ of 0.2 ͑ps͞km͒͞nm is achieved. Precompensation and postcompensation are simply half-spans (i.e., 25 km) of D 2 f ibers. An ideal uniform distributed amplif ication system is assumed. The soliton pulse train has an ϳ33% duty cycle. We use an energy enhancement factor of ϳ3.0 [i.e., 34 fJ͞pulse with g 1.8͑͞km͞W͒] for such a DMS system. 6 A 42.5-GHz FWHM fourth-order Gaussian filter is used to demultiplex the channels.
Following the notation in Ref.
2, a DMS system is described by three length scales: (1) total system transmission distance ͑L͒; (2) soliton collision length ͓L coll ഠ ͑D 1 2 D͒L 1 ͞D͔; and (3) distance between soliton collisions ͓l coll T ͑͞DDl͔͒, where T 100 ps is the bit period and Dl ͑Dnc͒͞n 2 . With the parameters used in this Letter we have L coll 3125 km and l coll 1250 km.
In timing jitter analysis, soliton collisions can be classif ied into two categories by their initial input conditions: (1) colliding solitons start in positions that are completely nonoverlapping, including complete collisions and partial collisions at the system output 2 ; (2) colliding solitons start in positions at which they at least partially overlap, i.e., partial collisions at the system input. 2 For simplicity, category 2 is termed input partial collision (IPC) and category 1 is termed non-input partial collision (NIPC) from here on. Figure 1 shows the frequency [ Fig. 1(a) ] and timing [ Fig. 1(b) ] shifts of the colliding soliton in channel 2 when 1, 2, 4, and 9 NIPCs occur during the transmission. Figure 2 shows the frequency [ Fig. 2(a)] and timing [Fig. 2(b) ] shifts of the colliding soliton when the maximum number of IPCs occur in the DMS system. Other than the ripples in the frequency shift, which are caused by pulse width oscillations in a DMS system, the frequency and time shifts produced by IPC and successive NIPCs are nearly the same but with opposite signs (thus the reason for separating the collisions into these two categories). The timing shifts in both cases grow linearly with transmission distance. Figures 1 and 2 represent cases in which the largest timing shifts are obtained for NIPCs and IPCs, respectively. Note that the frequency shifts from collisions with channels of lower frequency than that of the affected channel are opposite in sign from those with channels of higher frequency. Thus the maximum frequency (time) shift results from NIPCs with all channels on one spectral side and IPCs with all channels on the other spectral side. The worst-case timing shift is then the sum of the absolute timing shifts that result from both NIPCs and IPCs.
Pulses from each channel collide with pulses from many other channels in dense WDM. It was previously understood that the maximum frequency shift from simultaneous interaction with many channels is not much greater than that from interaction with just the nearest channel. This is so because the frequency shift from a single collision, and therefore timing shift ͑Dt͒, falls off as Dt~1͑͞Dl͒ 2 and P ͑1͞n 2 ͒ p 2 ͞6. However, the distance between soliton collisions ͑l coll ͒ decreases linearly with Dl. Thus the number of soliton collisions at a given transmission distance increases linearly with Dl. The net effect is that Dt~1͞Dl. This argument is confirmed by our numerical simulation results shown in Fig. 3 , which shows the results of calculating worst-case timing shifts with channel separations of 50, 100, and 150 GHz for NIPCs with 8, 16, and 24 pulses, respectively. Simulation results for IPC also match the Dt~1͞Dl scaling well. The total timing shifts, in a worst-case situation in which all channels align to produce the maximum timing shifts, now diverge logarithmically as the number of WDM channels [recall that P N n1 1͞n ഠ log͑N͒, where N is the number of WDM channels].
The answer to this dilemma lies in probability analysis. The worst-case timing shift does diverge logarithmically with N. However, the occurrence of such an event requires simultaneous alignment of bit sequences of many WDM channels, of which there is an extremely low probability. For an order-ofmagnitude estimation we first consider three WDM channels. For a NIPC the timing shift shown in Fig. 1(b) is obtained with the bit sequences of channels 1 and 2 shown in Fig. 4 at the system input before the precompensation takes place. Note that precise alignment within a bit period is not critical. Assuming random data bits in both channels, the probability ͑P 12 ͒ of such an occurrence is simply where L͞l coll and L coll ͞l coll are, respectively, the numbers of 1 and 0 bits required in channel 1. For an IPC the timing shift shown in Fig. 2(b) is obtained with the bit sequence of channel 1 being the the inversion ͑Data͒ of that for the NIPC (Fig. 4) . Thus the probability of a worst-case IPC is the same as that of a NIPC. The probability of a maximum timing shift with all three channels considered is then
To obtain the maximum timing spread we need to require further that at least one other bit experience the same maximum timing shift but with an opposite sign. Thus the worst-case probability with three WDM channels is
With parallel analysis and by substitution of the expressions for l coll and L coll into Eq. (3), the probability of N (for simplicity, we have assumed that N is an odd number, i.e., N 3, 5 . . .) WDM channels scales as
Equation (4) shows that the probability decreases exponentially with channel spacing, total number of WDM channels, and transmission distance. Obviously, the worst-case probability of f ive channels or more is many orders of magnitude below that for three channels. Thus, at large transmission distances ͑L . L coll ͒, timing-shift penalties caused by all nonadjacent WDM channels are minimal mainly because of the extremely low probability. Figure 5 shows the worst-case timing spread and the probability as a function of transmission distance with only three WDM channels for the parameters in our examples and Eq. (4). The maximum timing spread exceeds 100 ps at ϳ7000 km, representing an absolute error f loor caused by a timing jitter of ϳ10 210 at 7000 km. In reality, an error occurs at timing spreads that are considerably smaller than a full bit period, and it is highly dependent on the detection scheme.
In conclusion, we have shown that noninput partial collisions and input partial collisions cause approximately equal amounts of timing shifts. The worst-case maximum timing shift diverges logarithmically with the total number of WDM channels and linearly with the total transmission distance. The probabilities for such worst cases to occur decrease exponentially with channel spacing, total number of WDM channels, and total transmission distance. Thus, only the effects caused by adjacent channels need to be considered in a high-channel-count WDM system. C. Xu's e-mail address is chrisxu@lucent.com.
